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Renowned voice-over artist, John Edmonson, does dramatic reading 
production of Jungle Sunrise

Ventura, California—October 2013—Nordskog Publishing’s imprint Noble Novel’s has forged ahead with an 
audio version of Jungle Sunrise – printed version was originally released in April of 2010.  The story is now 
available in audio-book format for your listening pleasure.   With all the latest technology, (IPhone; Kindle; 
Nook) with audio download capabilities, fewer and fewer people are actually reading the printed word. 

Jonathan William’s Jungle Sunrise, a suspense-filled saga of action, courage, and missionary adventure is the 
third fictional book in the Noble Novels imprint. Publisher Gerald Christian Nordskog says: “Man’s 
imagination can be a marvelous gift of God as it is employed in fiction storytelling, not just to entertain but to 
enlighten and inspire.”

Deep in the breathtaking but perilous Peruvian jungles, young missionaries Memphis and Abigail Jones 
constantly face death and disease as they hunt, fish, and provide medical care for a primitive tribe while living 
their witness of the love of Christ. But the couple’s success with the tribe has earned them a dangerous enemy, 
Dr. Basil Cosgrove—a worldly anthropologist antagonistic to the Gospel and missionaries and possessed with a 
boundless drive to thwart their efforts, even at the expense of all of their lives.

Their paths will soon cross that of an ex-professor who is frustrated by a nemesis of his own—himself. 
Desperate after having reached his personal dead end, he reluctantly accompanies his linguist brother to Peru to 
chart the language of a newly discovered indigenous tribe. As the Frost brothers’ plans coincide with the 
destination of Memphis and Abigail, they embark on a jungle river trek only to run afoul of Dr. Cosgrove with 
results requiring supernatural bravery and selfless love.

Jungle Sunrise’s author, Jonathan Williams, has lived the adventure. Lying under a mosquito net in an 
Amazon jungle hut, Williams began writing this his first novel. Drawing on his two years of unique experience 
as an Xtreme Team missionary (International Mission Board) among the Amarakaeri tribe in the Amazon 
jungle, Williams stages his tale against the beauty, danger, and adventure that is the life of a missionary to 
remote unreached peoples.

Today, Williams and his wife, Jessica, live in North Texas where he serves as pastor of Body Life 
Church.

Since its 2006 inception, Nordskog Publishing has committed to publishing “meaty, tasty, and easily 
digestible books” on the Bible, American and Church history, and Christ-honoring true stories of men and 
women of great faith. In keeping with that commitment, Nordskog Publishing’s fiction line, Noble Novels, 
releases Jungle Sunrise, an adventure tale rooted in seldom-told reality.

“The characters in this story are fictitious, but you will find them vital and reflective of remote mission 
field experience,” said publisher Gerald Christian Nordskog.
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Available at Amazon.com-Audio Audible Edition or from the publisher at 
www.NordskogPublishing.com
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